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Deer
Droppings
Run# 892 – April 7th, 2016
Hare(s): Dripping Wet Gap & Don’t Know Dick
Location: SPCA
Prelube: Boston Pizza North
On On: Mr Mikes
Scribe: Doggy Style
“Say hello to my little scribe.”
Another beautiful spring evening for a run. Our hares
Dripping Wet Gap and Don’t Know Dick decided that
the SPCA would be our starting point tonight. Quite a
group for a spring run with a lot of regulars and a couple
of new virgin’s, Craig and Craig. Craig1 introduced to us
by Curb Crawler and Craig2 by Wee Little “one”.
Our ruling leader Chips a Whore starts us off with the
introductions of our new virgin’s. Hard to remember what
they looked like with us all fixated on those shiny new
shoes.
The trail was in great shape tonight. The snow is gone,
the mud has dried up and yet Sam still figures out a way
to make it difficult. She takes a full on tumble but
because of her camo pants nobody saw it happen but Sir
Cums A Lot heard a big tump eh. The difficulties
continued for the runners. A few suffered body damage
running through the dense brush. Comparing wounds,
Pole Her Express shows off two bleeders on her arm and
leg, Broken Boner brags about the gash on his leg, and
Mobey’s Dick points to a scratch below his knee [feeling
inadequate, Mobey backs away from the
conversation]. A couple of cuts is a good thing, chicks dig
guys with scars or is it guys dig chicks with scars. I
believe it is the latter, I have a lot of scars.
The walkers trail was absolutely wonderful. For myself,
Doggy Style, my animal instincts where sharp
tonight. Always on the lookout for nice moose knuckle I
was only able to find moose shit. Naturally I kicked at it
with my hind leg and some, or a lot, landed on Hymen
Trouble. In my state, I could not honestly recall whether
it was on purpose or not. Apparently Hymen does not
like to be shit on and lucky for me she throws like a girl
and I was able to avoid flying moose shit. I hope you all
got to the Cheezies before she did. Don’t worry, she
1
wiped her hand on my jacket.
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With a successful Pilsner filled hash hold, we were off
to the circle up. After a salute to our hares it was the
virgin’s turn. Because even Google Earth could see
Craig1 and Craig2’s shoes, Curb Crawler and Wee
Little “one” where also called in to drink from their
shoes. Curb Crawler’s shoes looked like the same
ones he wore in high school so no telling what is in
store for his future; Penicillin. Paul also received the
sleeve for his role in deceiving Craig2. Worst sleeve
so far, so much so Chips showed him how it was done.
Birthday beers for Curb Crawler and Sir Cums a Lot
were also served up. Happy birthday boys.
The punishments just kept cumming. I was punished
twice for the shit incident with the sleeve involved in
one of them. It was nice to see that Hymen Trouble
joined in for a beer as well. Sir Cums was punished
for improperly worshiping our RA and demonstrated
how to be sleeved without the sleeve, well done.
With punishments and a couple of announcement over,
we were off to Mr. Mikes for the On On.
Great run Girls
Doggy Style
Run #893 - April 14th
Hare(s): Captain Pissup & Blowin’ Ho’s
Location: Tahouse North Parking Lot, 71St
Prelube: Mr Mikes
On On: Mr Mikes

Upcoming Run
Run #894 - April 21st
Hare(s): G-Spot
Details: TBA

